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PREFACE
This report describes the procedure for calculating
catchment characteristics that are used in low flow
estimation, particularly in ungauged catchments.
It forms one of a series of reports which document
the work of the Low Flow study carried out at the
Institute of Hydrology and funded by the Department
of the Environment.
The complete series of reports is as follows:
Research Report
Manuals for estimating low flow
measures at gauged or ungauged
sites
Report No 3 A manual describing the techniques
for extracting catchment
characteristics
Report No 4 River basin and regional mono-
graphs describing the relationship
between the base flow index and
catchment geology
The first report outlines the scope of the Low Flow
Study; it describes the analysis of the flow data, the
derivation of the relationship between low flows and
catchment characteristics and summarises the estimation
techniques. The second report series takes the form of
calculation sheets which describe the underlying
principles of each low flow measure and enable the user
to estimate them from flow data or catchment character-
istics. Procedures are also given for incorporating
local gauged data at various stages in the estimation
technique. The third report describes the techniques
for calculating catchment characteristics. Report No
four consists of a series of regional monographs which
detail the relationships between the base flow index and
catchment geology and enable the index to be estimated
at an ungauged site.
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ADF
AE
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L
FALAKE
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STMFRQ
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Introduction
This manual describes the calculation of catchment characteristics used
in the flow duration curve and flow frequency curve estimation manuals.
Section 2 contains details of the extraction of topographic characteristics
from 1:25000 scale maps and catchment rainfall and evaporation from larger
scale Meteorological Office maps. The effect of catchment geology has been
indexed by estimating the ~roportion of base flow which drains from a
catchment. Section 3.1 describes how this index - the base flow index
(BFI) - can be calculated from flow data and Section 3.2 describes how it
can be estimated from catchment geology.
The manual refers to ~n example catchment, the River pang at panghourne,
for which all the calculations have been completed. This material is
presented in normal type face; generally on the right hand page. In
italic type face and generally on the left hand page are details of
three other catchments which can be practised by the reader. Figure 1.1
shows the location of the catchments. Details of the catchments and the
relevant geological and topographic maps are shown in Figures l.2a - 1.2d.
..........".....:-_~Langdon Seck
at Langdon.
Roman at
80unstead Bridge.
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FIGURE 1.1 LOCATION OF ALL THE EXIIMPLE CATCl-NENTS
1
CALCULATION SHEETS
ON THIS SIDE
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1 .1 GENERAL INFORMATION FOR EXAMPLE CATCI+1ENTS
a. The River Falloah at Glen Falloch is in hydrometric area 85. The site
of interest is at grid reference NN32119? and the area of the catchment
is 80.3 km' which includes the Dubh Eas catchment.
I
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Solid - Metamorphic
GEOLOGY AND KEY TO MAPS OF THE FALLOCH CATCHMENT
lOmil. 'Geological Map
of Great Britain'
Sheet 1 [Solid & Drift I
1:51.1000 She.ts 50 & 51
D °riftFr ••
_ Boulder
Clay
FIGURE 1. 2b
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b. The Langdon Beck at Langdon is in hydrometric area 26. The site
of interest is at grid reference NY 862309 and the area of the catchment
is 13.0 km'.
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1:50,000 Geology Map,
No. 251 Sol id & Drift I
I: :::::: :f Grits
........
If~\~jrr\~f~J Sandatone
_ Lower
L1meatone
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FIGURE 1.2c
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GEOLOGY AND KEY TO MAPS OF THE LANGDON CATCRMENT I
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1.1
Basic data
GENERAL INFOR1ATlON
WORKED EXAMPLE
ON THIS SIDE
I The River Pang at Pangbourne is in hydrometric area 39. The site of interest is atGrid Reference SU 634766'and the catchment area is 171 km2 •
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SU48
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Ij~~~~~j~~~~~~~~~!~~rl :a::~;;~ B~:~~eSham
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FIGURE 1.2a GEOLOGY AND KEY TO MAPS OF THE PANG CATCHMENT
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2,1 AREA (AREA) AND STREAM FREQUENCY (STf'fRQ)
FaUoah AREA 8.°-, '}, km'
No. of junotions 2.73
STMFRQ 3- If. jun/km'
Langdon AREA 1,-0 km'
No. of junations 38
STMFRQ 1. . 'I z. jun/km'
Roman AREA S7..' 6 km'
No. of junctions ,'3 'f-
STMFRQ 0·61 jun/km'
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2.2 STREAM LENGTH (U I
*Beaause Of the difficulty of accurately setting dividers to 4 mm they can
be calibrated by stepping off 50 steps along the edge of the map and
recording the total length.
Number of steps to head Of mainstream N =
Length of 50 steps in calibpation trial L *
·a
M2in stream length L = 0.1 X N X L /200 ~
a
4
FaUoah
11-:'1: ,
oz.oo
Langdon
!>o
:-~(
s: .?:~
Roman
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2.1
1Opographic and climate characteristics
AREA (AREA) AND STREAM FREQUENCY (S1T'FRQ)
I
I
I
The topographic area is used except for those cases where the groundwater divide is
known to deviate from the topographic divide. Sources of such differences (which
affect mostly limestone and chalk catchments) are Water Authority Annual, Section 14
and 24 Reports and Institute of Geological Sciences publications. Three significant
figures accuracy is appropriate so square counting or planimetering will suffice.
Site inspection may be necessary to fix the boundary of small or of flat catchments.
Stream frequency is not used directly in estimation equations, but because it is
controlled primarily by geology it is a useful characteristic for judging the compar-
ability between catchment.s.
The number of natural stream junctions (N) is counted upstream on the 1:25,000 map
including the starting point as a junction. It is best to work progressively up
each tributary noting the running total at each major junction. Where natural
channels' exist, but are not shown on the map, for instance in urban areas, or where
junctions occur in a lake or reservoir, the missing junctions are counted.
I
I
I
N
AREA
STMFRQ
= 30 junctions
~ 171 km'
N/AREA = 0 0 18 junctions/km2
I
I 2.2
NOTE: Ignore artificial drainage in flat lands.
STREAM LENGTH (U
I
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'Length' is measured on the main channel which is defined to be the longest stream.
In caSes of difficulty, work upstream on the 1:25,000 map and at every junction follow
the stream draining the largest area. Set the dividers to 4mm and step up the main
channel starting from the point of, interest and going upstream until the farthest
upstream point of the channel is reached. It helps to mark off every 5th step. This
definition of L is used in the Low Flow Study work so it is wrong to adopt other
procedures, eg including all meanders.
Number of steps N = 2 b 9'
Therefore L = .1 x N:: t,-'1 km.
5
SAAR = wid = .•••• (F) ••••• (L) ••••• (R)
2.4 CALCULATION OF ANNUAL AVERAGE RAINFALL (SAAR)
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FIGURE :.I.1e
STANDARD ANNUAL AVERAGE RAINFALL,
SAAR, FOR LANGDON (mm x 102)
N=
FaUoah
Effeative value
Supfaae =ea of lake
Falake
STANDARD ANNUAL AVERAGE RAINFALL,
SAAR, FOR FALLOCH (mm x 102 )
FIGURE 2.1b
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Class interoal
From Figures 2b~ c and d
2. 3 LAKE AREA CFAlAKE)
ILakes and reservoirs smooth the hydrograph, lowering peaks and raising troughs. The
index FALAKE is the proportion of the catchment marked as a lake or reservoi:)::' on an
appropriate scale map. Counting squares provides sufficient accuracy.
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2.3 LAKE AREA CFAlAKD
Lake area ""o·oo:!? km2
FALAKE =0-008/171 "'000 0 5
The annual average rainfall in the 1941~1970 standard period was used in the Low Flow
Study. Maps at 1:625,000 scale covering the UK are now available from the Meterolo-
gical Office. Figure 2.1a below shows an extract from the map covering the Pang area.
The weighted area technique, or alternatively the average of 20 equally spaced points,
may be used. For the former procedure 1/10" graph paper and square counting is
suitable.
CALCULATION OF ANNUAL AVERAGE RAINFALL (SAAR)
NOTE: For large scale studies an exhaustive survey (The Distribution of Fresh~
waters in Great Sritain, in press) of all lakes visible on 1:250,000
scale maps has been undertaken by the lnstitute of Terrestrial Ecology,
78 Craighall Road, Edinburgh.
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2.4
For Pang catchment SAAR 727- rom
.'.
FIGU~E 2.1a
STANDA~D ANNUAL AVE~AGE ~AINFALL •
SAA~, FO~ PANG (rom X 102 ).'
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STANDARD ANNUAL AVERAGE RAINFALL,
SAAR, FOR ROMAN (mm x 102 )
FIGURE 2.1d
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From Figures 2.2b to 2.2d
2.5 CALCULATION OF POTENTIAL EVAPOTRANSPIRATION (PEl AND AVERAGE DISCHARGE (ADF)
Standard annual average rainfall (mm x 102 ) ••••• (Fallooh) ••••. (Langdon)
•...• (Roman)
Class inteI'Val Effeotive value No. of squares Weighted PE
x
X
X
X
X
TOTALS N~ W =
I
I
I
I
I
I
P.E. ~ WiN •• (F) •••• • (L) •••• • (R) I
Adjustment, r
.. AE
ADF ~ SAAR-AE
Conversion to cumeas
:. ADF
mm
mm
aumeas
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2.5 CALCtLATlON OF POTENTIAL EVAPOTRANSPIRATION (PE> AND AVERAGE DISCI-U\RGE (ADF)
The potential evapotranspiration is used in the calculation of average discharge.
Most estimated low flows are standardised by ADF so have to be rescaled in order to
obtain the answer in cumecs.
(a) In the absence of any gauged data obtain PE by the weighted area method from
the Meteorological Office 1:2,000,000 map of annual average potential evaporation.
(Figure 2.2a shows an extract for the Pang catchment) .
PE = 540 mm
This figure is then reduced to actual evapotranspiration (AE) using the tabulated
factor rand AE = r x PEe
I SAARr 5000.88 6000.90 7000.92 8000.94 9000.96 10000.98 >11001.00
For the Pang catchment AEI Annual runoff SAAR - llE= 0''12. x S4-0= 7'Z. 2. - 4-'17 mmmm
I The conversion from mm to cumecs is made by multiplying•ססOO3171 x AllEA =0.005"4-1- ,:. ADF =0·005'+1 x'l.1S' the mm figure by= ,.21 cumecs •
I
I
I
I
(b) Where a nearby long period analog station is available use the. simultaneous
average rainfall PL and discharge ~ to estimate AE = PL - QL
and apply this figure to the SAAR value for the study catchment. If a short record
is also available for the study catchment then the short period average should be multi-
plied by an ad)ustment factot Os where 2s andQL axe the short and long period discharge
at the station. Q
L
9
Potential evaporation for example catchments (in mm).
Potential evaporation in mm . . • . • (Fallooh) • • . . • (Langdon) . . • • • (Roman)
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FIGURE 2.2c l'E LAIlGPON
10
125
FIGURE 2.2b l'E FALLOCH
FIGURE 2.2d l'E ROMAJi
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(c) A check on the value is obtained for larger rivers using the Water Data Unit
map of estimated runoff or from tabulated information produced for the River Pollu-
tion Survey of England & Wales.
FIGURE 2.2a
PO~ENTIAL EVAPORATION FOR
PANG (mm)
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3.1 CALCULATING THE BASE FLOW INDEX FRQ'l DATA
The daily data for the examp~e catchments will be found in Tab~es 3.1b - 3.1d.
Use on~y the first eight months from the year's data provided. Normally, a full
year' B data is recorrmended.
Stations Period to be used Tota~ runoff (VA)
cumec days
FaUoch 1 Jan-31 Aug 1971 748.873
Langdon 1 Jan-31 Aug 1971 61.415
Roman 1 Jan-31 Aug 1971 51.199
I
I
I
I
I
The procedure described opposite is fo Uowed and the values obtained are recorded
in Table 3.2b I
39027 Pang at Pangbourne
,., 1
HYDROGRAPH FOR THE PANG (Jan-Aug 1970)
.... Flow InHlI [8FII =0'812
I
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'1.. D.,
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.... Flow
U..
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,.,
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FIGURE 3.1
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3 Geological characteristics
I
I
Catchment geology is indexed using a variable termed the base flow index (BFI) and
from its constructio~can be thought of as measuring the proportion of the river
runoff that derives from stored sources. The index can be calculated from flow
data (Section 3.1) or estimated from catchment geology (Section 3.2).
I 3.1 CALCULATING THE BASE FLOfi INDEX FROM DATA
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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The data are presented in the form of consecutive average daily flows.
It will be prefexable to calculate BFI from data rather than from geological maps
when more than a single year of record is available. For demonstration purposes,
eight months of data for the Pang at Pangbourne (January-August 1970) are used.
This is shown on Table 3.1aand drawn on Figure 3.1.
The procedure is as follows:
1. Divide the data into non-overlapping blocks of 5 days, commencing January 1st,
by a series of horizontal lines as shown on Table 3.1a.
2. Ring the minima of each of these blocks, and let them be called Q1' Q2' Q3···
Qn' etc. (Table 3.1a, Figure 3.1).
3. Consider in turn (Ql' Q2' Q3)' (Q2' Q3' Q4)' •... (Qn-l' Qn+l) etc. In each
case if 0.9 x central value < outer values, then the central value is a turning point
for the base flow line and should be marked as such. Continue this procedure until
all the data have been analysed. In the Pang example quoted above, of the first six
"five day minimall only the second, fourth and fifth are turning points; these are
shown ticked on Table 3.la.
4. Let the dates at the turning points be xl' x2 ' etc (column 1 of Table 3.2a) andth~ discharges be ql' Q2' etc (column 2). Column 3 is the time span between turning
~o~nts, x2 ~ xl' x3 - x2 , etc. The average discharge (ql + Q2)/2, (qz + Q3)/2, etc~s enterea J.nto column 2I.
5. The volume beneath the base flow line (V) between the'first and last turning
points inclusive, is calculated by summing tRe individual trapezium areas, i.eby
mUltiplying the time between baseflow line turning points by the average discharge and
summing the results as set out on Table 3.1b.
6. It is also necessary to establish the volume of water beneath the recorded hydro-
graph (V), which can easily be done by summing the average daily flow values between
the first and last turning points inclusive, to give a figure in cumec days.
7.
13
TABLE 3.1b Flow data for Falilioch
I
I
I
I
INSTITuTt OF Hy[)f.lOLOGY UAILY FLOw LISTING
dSOO3 FALLUCH AT GLEN F ALLOCH
YEAR 1911 f\lUI"'Hfl-l U, UAY~ wITH l-lA rA= 365 Mt:.AN= 5.148 MINIMUM = .246 MAXIMUM • 88.025 ICUMECSI
IlA'I' ,JAN Ft~ MA" W" MAY JUN JUL AUG SfP OCT "OV OfC
1 .5~:J 1. 2u 1 3.79M 1.49Y .669 2.925 ).)61 4.555 12.784 2.178 18.490 1.816
2 .h"l7 Hub)] 3.171 1.208 .571 2.243 3.121 5.861 9.575 1.860 7.093 1.056
3 .401/ r:..46~ 2.u39 .Y82 ,491 1.Hn 2,111 2.063 3.498 1.119 20.051 16.939
4 ... 47 ?1;0 1.4d2 .901 .425 1.416 8.262 2.603 3.263 .891 9.466 6.059
,
.3t'l'l 1. "Nil'! £.91)0 .'Ml .312 1.216 3.306 "".3'l16 1.424 2.440 4.971 1.559
b 4}.633 I.51,)e' 2.1~6 .8S3 3.263 1.135 2.548 5.002 1.005 9.883 5.338 1.169
7 20.491 1.7j(l 1.9.,1 .1"'3 6.U55 1.U19 1.385 '.. 221 .787 1.270 19.247 le07J
"
ll.llf> I.~4'1 1. it]!':! .b71:l 3.753 .f:oi33 1.195 4.921 .619 1.251 5.406 3.892
9 Sl.426 2.'::i2J I.6Hl .009 3.136 .890 1.090 3.621 .501 13.164 2.038 1.993
10 4.051 7.5ul 1.3u4 .5~H 2.896 .859 .927 1.619 .423 60.302 2.424 2.171
11 1.<,149 11.502 lJ.3H2 .:'4'1 2.00it .993 1.219 1.219 .376 6.909 2.015 4.559
1< 1.445 43.923 18.521:1 .:'17 1.830 1.406 .988 .911 .341 3.011 3.111 11.906
13 1.e29 7.30:'1 4.2A} .490 }.4}4 1.182 .B16 1.119 .331 1.154 2.636 4.401
14 10113 100356 2.059 .44H I. 21 ~ 1.066 .843 .159 .692 1.322 2.820 13.988
15 1.U45 ].~2I 1.40S .46~ 3.143 .978 .993 .550 .112 20.526 20.448 6.176
1. 1.016 2.~~-' I. 12/i .904 7.515 .946 .812 .418 .561 8.682 4.321 3.120
11 50371 7.52:> .944 601Ab S.H69 .~B9 .105 .423 1.105 30.352 3.419 2.606
1. I/:!.6112 2.U6 • 7>l4 4.3H6 3.301 .829 .672 .363 1.147 110888 1.842 24.959
'"
170318 '1.6bit .139 2.it33 2.553 .781 .812 .315 l.it94 11.033 1.288 20.524
20 1.d8 18.016 .6<:<3 1.362 2.296 .769 .136 .281 1.816 10.569 1.458 49.229
21 7.506 5.2"11- .610 1. 124 1.d07 6.382 1.736 .261 2.528 88.025 1.329 10.630
22 4.BUo 2.596 .539 .929 1.529 3.261 1.714 .246 1.441 20.263 1.595 4.541
23 9.2/1'l 12.61b 3.235 ~4.445 7.220 2.424 3.409 .304 1.684 1.383 2.159 14.974
2. 22.228 5.0~3 17.1 .. " 3.9f17 4.12~ a.844 6.116 .331 .942 6.161 6.002 5.337
25 13.2uu 3.2it7 ~.693 1.~53 2.t:l65 10.a23 11.107 .313 .685 2.318 6.904 5.786
2. "'.517 2.11it ~.2~~ 1.072 6.293 11.511 5.655 3.283 3.148 1.663 8.121 8.323
27 2.15~ 2.532 3.151 .84it 12.H2 11.225 4.968 6.141 1.818 1.335 1.009 2.795
28 2.513 2.081 9.884 .696 4.721 4.641 2.593 8.413 1.407 1.099 2.415 1.253
29 2.241 8.268 .823 ].960 3.212 1.861 3.235 5.329 1.109 6.203 .913
30 1.530 2.481 .896 16.655 2_715 1.432 12.120 4.268 4.484 2.854 .661
31 1.119 1.188 4.298 10.541 14.832 ,,..483 .573
DAYS WITH DATA 31 <8 31 30 31 30 31 31 30 31 30 31
MEAN 8.364 6.821 3.826 2.105 3.849 3.189 2.833 3.063 2.211 11.531 6.108 7.795
MI" FLOW .389 1.201 .539 .448 .312 .769 .612 .246 .331 .891 10288 .573
MAX FLOw 51.426 43.923 18.529 24.445 16.655 11.511 11.101 14.832 12.184 88.025 20.448 49.229
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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TABLE 3.1a Derivation of hydrograph baseflow line turning points
I
39027 PANG AT PANGBOURN~
I YEAR 1970
I UAY JAN F~B MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG
I .4£2 .883 .733 .665 ~ e ~I 2 .426 .941 ~ .633 .577 ,/ :439 J :3573 .421 ~ • III ,/ ~4 ~ :851 • 0 :630 ./ .592 .468 ~ ,/5 :389 .765 .580 .440 .347I 6 (H~'/ ~/ .768 .777 ~,/ .431 ~ 03177 • 6 .7~O .724 ~ : 312 / .3238 • 9 • 7tH .759 .699 .572 : 404 I ..!.lil.-I 9 .593 .805 ~ ill1 .619 0347 .31010 .775 .729 .698,/ .669 / .634 .428 0332 .319
I I 1.020 ~,/ .978 ~ / .608 .431 .335 .315I 12 ~ • 3 .997 • 3 .641 .414 ~ ~13 .630 .749 .859 .806 ~ ~ : 308 ./ .298 ,/14 • 8 tft5 @> .748 .593 :3~7 J15 .740 .667 / 734/ .715 .354 0320I 16 ~ .673 .741 .706 .563 0389 .352 ~17 .628 ,/ .B79 .lAS .735 .564 .403 ~ .29 1 ,/I 18 • . 7 .907 .7':::J9 .710 .545 ~ :340 ,/19 .633 1.000 .697 &h ~ .382 ,/ .42720 .628 .975 .708 649 ,/ .506 .355 .384
I
21 ~,/ 1.040 ~,/ .6A2 .526 ~/ .347 ~22 • 4 1.040 • . f> .672 ~ ~ 34923 1.550 ~ .732 .644 .418 / 0391 :340 ,/24 1.180 .734 ~/ .443 .340I 25 .937 • 6 .692 .488 .379 0352 .32026 .Y90 .761 ~/ .647 .538 .373 ~ ~27 ~ d1> · / .622 .491 .378 :333I 28 '786 .731 / • ~~~/ .517 ~ .31129 • 6 .658 ~ : 35ti J 0348 .30630 1.280 .649 ,475 .328 .c93---
I
31 .916 .679 .485 .291 .280
I (i) Ringed values are 5 day minima
I liil Ticked 5 day minima ar~ base flow lineturning points
I lS
I
I
IN~IITUTt OF HyDRULOGY DAILY fLO'" LISTING
25011 LANGDON HECK LANGDUN
YEAR 1971 NUMbEH OF LJAYS 'fiLTH DATA= 30"i l'1lAN= 033~ MINIMUM = .024 MAXIMUM
OAY JAN fEd MAe APe MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP
1 .18:' .1l9H • 100 .104 • U67 .040 .122 .120 .120
2 01 1:'8 .25l:' .143 .096 .0:'9 .OJ) .079 .104 .186
3 .221 .410 • 109 .095 .0':>1 .OJI .059 .823 .204
4 01 H2 .171 • 100 • 101 .046 .030 .053 1.297 .134
5 .1 ()8 .135 di:ll olt'l:1 .040 .031 .045 .436 .0~8
6 2.29? -lili .19<.1 .100 .056 .043 .039 .433 .066
7 6.2'::l2 • 1 II'll ."i45 .082 .063 .U57 .035 .531 .054
8 1.759 • U"" ... .H .. I .OA2 .oso .045 .033 .508 .046
Y .9S0 .(Jdb .4<0'1 .066 .043 .11'+3 .0,3 .495 .043
10 ."H2 .u7S .378 .0"i9 .053 .038 • 032 .145 .040
II .165 .10'1 .4"1 .052 .046 .8':>7 .029 .131 .038
12 .132 4.061 .26H .04A .040 .266 .028 .100 .036
13 .le2 .8hU .lOil .046 .038 .162 .026 4.703 .035
I. .11 y .733 .374 .043 .036 .165 .026 3.750 .036
"
.110 .422 .210 .041 .034 .096 .025 .460 .U40
I" .1 u 1 • '::<;.1:' 0147 .U49 .1.136 .• 331 .025 .2UO .036
17 .li9H -l84 .226 .047 .037 .161 .024 .130 .035
18 .t>1<9 .4~2 2.t<~4 .04') .038 .259 .024 .096 .033
1Y 1.0RH .6'70 2.311 .03'1 .03J .f:!'j4 .02'5 .075 .032
2U .657 1.8<:>1 1.037 .03H .033 .<,128 .026 .060 .031
21 2.0:'3 .61)') .~',4 .01'=; .O]li .837 .034 .052 .030
2? .372 .234 .3>-\2 .OJ,+ .033 .3113 .033 .049 .030
23 .504 0176 • 7':'i 1 10777 0113 .1,+4 .049 .048 .030
24 1.92J • 1 7i' 1.575 2.4~6 .148 .OY4 .193 .046 .030
25 .H4i+ -1')2 .468 .320 .087 .0'14 .376 .041 .029
2. .360 • 12l:l .440 .180 .0')1 .138 .215 .038 .034
27 .411 -111 .242 .138 .043 • III .149 .035 .038
28 .463 • 103 0187 .104 .037 .134 .089 .048 .033
29 .273 .154 .094 .037 .917 .059 1.707 .037
30 0191 .146 .uAO .052 .231 .046 .545 .036
31 .137 .115 .050 .057 .225
DAYS WITH DATA 31 28 31 30 31 30 31 31 30
M£AN .747 .458 .500 .2l9 .051 .251 .067 .562 .055
MIN FLOw .098 .075 01 00 .034 .030 .u30 .024 .035 .029
MAX FLOw 6.252 4.061 20331 2.456 .148 .928 0376 4.703 .204
TABLE 3.1c
16
Flow data for Langdon
I
I
I
I
6.252 fCu"'ECSI I
OCT NOV OEC
.031 .0bS .124 I
.030 .069 .IH·
.030 .073 .123
.OJ2 .544 .191
I.030 1.067 .133.027 .459 .111
.029 }.406 .097
.03_ .477 .127
.091 .184 • III I.098 .1_1 .095
.136 .132 .080
.014 .118 .18_
.072 .11. .374 I.055 .096 .288.102 .100 .202
.357 .111·4 .162
1.273 1.11. .151 I3.435 .348 .1402.696 .1 S4 1.367.7-'2 .36. .501
.965 .697 .262
.404 0332 .168 I.223 ._24 .144.175 .71018 .1]6
.136 2.559 .136
.110 .501 .118 I.095 1.326 .201.079 .321 .140
.071 .114 .112
.077 .138 .099
.072 .261 I31 ). 31
.380 .481 .208
.027 .065 .080
I3.435 2.55101 1.367
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
TABLE 3.ld Flow data for Roman
I
I INSTITUTt: OF HyDROLUGY UAllY FLO_ LISTING
:37021 I-IOMAN AT tiOuNOSTEAO
I yEAR 1971 f'.llJMIj(R OF DAYS "'11H UATA= 365 MEAN= .204 MINIMUM :Ill .067 MAX IMUM • 1.819 ICUMECSI
DAY "AN Fl::tj MAR AP" MAY ';UI~ JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC
I I .530 .678 .294 .219 .161 .113 ·115 .090 .091 .091 .091 .185
2 .4.32 .350 .366 .20R .153 .105 .1}4 .u92 .088 .0'112 .101 .163
3 .366 .424- .333 .190 .143 .1>99 .1O~ .154 .090 .092 .100 .121
I • .327 .4c:!u .303 • 1l~4 -140 .U97 .108 .lU6 .090 .092 .098 .1465 .192 .4l.l1 .2-,8 .183 • 137 .104 .103 0153 .090 .093 .128 .143
• .238 .385 .275 .IRO .134 .106 .lU4 .107 .089 .01;9 .115 .1527 .836 .302 .21;8 .174 .225 .lu5 .099 .131 .081 .091 .118 .138
I a .6t14 .352 .260 .170 .164
.099 .099 .11.)1 .081t .091 .108 .135
9 .452 .332 .2ltH .UH .148 .103 .089 .100 .083 .090 .10~ .139
to .4<.) .332 .220 .152 .142 0172 .084 .110 .08!; .095 .101 .133
11 .422 .314 .22'+ .161 .133 .138 .082 .100 .0GlO .092 .091 .130
12 .319 .304 .221J .1" 1 .124 .118 .095 .099 .OB5 .135 .105 .lZ7
I 13 .211 .303 .22b .163 .114 .113 .091 .105 .086 .220 .108 .128I' .1f/:l .290 .228 .168 .111 .446 .091 • III .089 .088 .102 .125
"
.3ll5 .281 .?3~ • 10')6 • 1'+0 .~~o .OA8 .098 .081 .108 .095 .123
1. .2s? .2d4 .?20 .IA3 .166 .125 • 10 j .094 .085 .120 .104 .123
I 17 .2!;2 .380 .257 .165 .142 .141 .067 .092 .085 .148 .100 .1211. .091 .507 0311 • 11')0 .134 .253 .OR1 .093 .086 .133 .115 .11919 .446 .449 .35'; .1158 .124 .299 .092 .095 .082 .121 .132 .1172. .544 .434 0350 .I,R .119 .461 .088 .159 .081 .077 .118 .148
I 21 .816 .40,," 0356 .155 .115 .~53 .096 .131 .085 .107 .278 .13722 .198 .344 .366 .153 .122 .123 .097 .114 .085 .104 .226 .16523 1. ij 79 .306 .221 .275 .133 .141 .096 .110 .098 .101 .214 .2492' 1.51JJ 0301 .260 .232 .132 .132 .099 .103 .102 .101 .183 .203
25 1.0b7 .247 .254 .252 .161 .124 .111 .091 .091 .099 .161 .111
I 2. 1.39() .234 .245 .225 .141 .164 .103 .100 .107 .100 .186 .16127 1.400 .246 .221 .161 .151 .073 .102 .093 .149 .097 .119 .1492. .899 .260 .226 .11')7 .141 .133 .111 .092 .102 .097 .491 .143
29 .700 .225 .165 .129 .116 .105 .094 .094 .097 .317 .14_
3. .799 .211 .164 .146 .111 .103 .093 .091 .097 .286 .173
I 31 .882 .206 .124 .084 .093 .095 .176DAYS WITH DATA 31 2. 31 3. 31 3. 31 31 3 • 31 3. 31
MfAN .643 .355 • 268 .181 .141 .162 .098 .101 .091 .105 .159 .15&
I MIN FLOW .091 .234 .206 .152 .114 .073 .061 .090 .082 .017 .095 .119MAX FLow 1.879 .618 .311 .275 .225 .461 .111 .159 .149 .220 ••91 .249
I
I
I
I .17
I
TABLE 3.2b BFI from data for Fal1och, Langdon, Roman
1 2 3 4 5
Date of Discharge Time span Average Increment of
tuming (oumecs) between dischm>ge baseflowpoint tuming (cumecs) (cwnec-days)
points
col 3 X col 4(days)
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Total volume beneath baseflow hydrograph from
Total volume beneath recorded hydrograph from
Base flow index ~ VsiVA =
18
to .
to ••••....
I
I
I
I
I /'
I
I
I
I TABLE 3.2a BFI from data for Pang
I 1 2 3 4 5Date of Discharge Time span Average Increment of
turning (eumecs) between discharge Baseflow '
I point turning (cumecs) (cumec-days)J?oints(da.ys) Col 3 x Col 4
I ,I'
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I Total volume beneath base flow hydrograph from 7/1 to 17/8 VB ~ 116.660Total volume beneath recorded hydrograph from 7/1 to 17/8 VA 130.797
Base flow index = VB/VA = .892
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3.2 ESTlWlTlNG TIlE BASE FLCItI INDEX FROM CATCHMENT GEOLOGY
The supplied data for estimating BPI for the example catchments consists of
regional maps showing salient geolgoical features (Figures 3.1b to d) and supple-
mented by generalised values for mador rock types and locally applicable revisions
(Figures 3.3 and 3.4). Note that the BFI values for the example catchments have
been omitted (deliberately) from the regional geology maps.
Chalk
-Lr. &Up. Greensana ([]J
Hastings Beds IIBfI
Corallian
•... Predominantly Clay E::J
., Middle Jurassic ~Limestones
Lias ~
Base Flow Index ...
BFI Unsuitable Stations (.87)
Gauging Station •
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
FIGURE 3.1a
.20
BFI AND GEOLOGY FOR RIVER THAMES AREA INCLUDING RIVER PANG
I
I
The basic steps in its estimation are:
~ules for BFI calculation in the ung~ug~d case cannot be given entirely objectively,
the procedure falling under the gen~ral h~ading 'comparison with analog catchments'.
I
I
I
I
I
3.2 ESTlM6.TI NG THE BASE FLOW INDEX FROM CATCIf1ENT GEOLOGY
Iii)
(iii)
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
(a) ~s$emble the BFI values ~or ~11 catchments in the basin of the site of interest
and in neighbouringba$~ns and enter them, together with their catchment boundaries,
on to a 1:625,000 scale overlay. ~ote any special feature.s of the catchments that
may modify the values from the expected ones, eg lakes and artificial influences.
Give less weight to BFI values from sta~ions not used in the Low Flow Study on the
grounds of unsuitability of data.
(b) Mark tqe major geo~ogical strata on to the overlay, add details of surface
deposits, in particular, drift typ~s that may differ from, or mask the effeqt of, the
s01id roqk, espeeially deposits such a~ boulder clay overlying chalk and sand or
gravel on c~ay. Fi~e 3.la shows the Thames area BFl values and geology. The hydro-
geological characteristics of the rock On the catchment scale are more important than
the detailed st~atigraphy. Sources are:
(i) the ordnance Survey 10 mile solid and drift geology map of Great Britain;
1" and 1:50,000 solid and drift maps (partial cover only);
~e hydrogeology map qf England & Wales and regional hydrogeology maps
publi~he~ by 1GB;
(iv) Water Authority -surveys.
These Can be supplemented by the Flood StuQies winter rain acceptance potential map
where a low soil type can be equated with a h~gh BFI.
(G) Refer to p1.,.1blished information on, local geology and hydrogeology: IGS Regional
Gea~ogy gqides, Water Authority and CWPU repo~ts for example ~note partiQularly
details of the thickness and permeability of the strata and whether the~e is a possi-
bility that the river bed is incised into under~ying rock units. The position of
aqui~er storage in relocion to the ba~e level of spring discharge determines whether
the river is spring-fed. Note fault lines in relation to the drainage network.
(d) aaving assembled ~he geolQ9\Cal and flow information, the BFIs from gauged-
c~tchmentsmust be compared with their geology and this comparison used to estimate
the BFI from the solid and drift geology of the ungauged catchment. Catchments
navingsimilarhydrogeologic&l characteristics in terms of permeability and storage
should be compa~ed and in areas with similar geo~ogy, variations in landscape are of
impo+tance. In this context the values of stream frequency and slave are an object-
ive way of making comparisons.
The following situations merit further comment:
Ii) wn~n dealing with medium ~nd la~ge streams the g~ad ation in the BFI value when
moving ~r9m upstream tq downstream allows one to 'interpolate' a reasonable
value; in we~~ gauged basins the value ~s often obvious.
Ii;) ISOlated catchments can be assessed by analogy with gauged neighbours O~ by
using th~ following table of rock types and typical BFI values.
10 0 10 20 miles
[ I " " I ii' i I I! I I '
10 0 10 20 30 kilometres
N
b
~@~~@1
Coal measurps,Milistone Grit,
Limestone. Carboniferous
Basalts and Granite.
Igneous
Slates and Schists.
Metamorphic
o
o
·43
o
b
b
Boulder Clay
Gravel
Base Flow
Index
Gauging Station
and Catchment
Boundary
FIGURE 3.1b BF! AND GEOLOGY FOR CENTRAL SCOTLAND INCLUDING RIVER FALLOCH
- - - - - - - - - - -
..
- - - - - - - -
I
I
I TAllLE 3.3 Typical Base Flow Indices for various rock types
I
I
I
I
I
Dominant
Permeability
Characteristics
Fissure
Intergranular
Dominant
Storage
Characteristics
High storage
Low storage
Hi<Jh storage
Low storage
Example of Typical
rock type BFI
range
Chalk .90 - .98
Oolitic limestones .85 - .95
Carboniferous
limestone .20 - .7.5
Millstone Grit .35 - .45
Permo-Triassic
sandstones .7.0 - .80
Coal measures .40 - .55
Hastings Beds .35 - .50
.15 - .45
I
I
Impermeab Ie Low storage at
shallow depth
No storage
Lias
Old Red Sandstone
Silurian/Ordovician
Metamorphic-Igneous
Oxford Clay
Weald Clay
London Clay
.40 -
.45 -
.30 -
.30 -
.70
.55
.50
.50
(iii) The BFI value for catchments containing mixtures of rock type can be estimated
using area proportions although, as is evident in Figure 3.2, there is a bias
towards the value appropriate to the higher BFI rock type.
1·0
XX x
xx xx x
0·9
x x
0·8
x
0·7
B_ flow x0'8
Index x
a·s x
0·4
x
0'3
0 10 20 30 40 50 80 70 80 90 100
Percent. .re. of· the c.tchment not Ch.lk
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
FIGURE 3.2 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN BFI AND SOLID GEOLOGY FOR CHALK CATCHMENTS IN THE
THAMES BASIN
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FIGURE 3.1c
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BFI AND GEOLOGY FOR CENTRAL NORTHERN ENGLAND INCLUDING"RIVER LANGDON I
I
I
I
I
I
Small catchments « 10 km2 ) present particular problems in that the presence
or absence of springs can drastically affect the BFI value. A site inspection
and local knowledge is indispensble in such cases.
I
I
I
(iv)
(v) Although a lengthy record is unnecessary for BFI
insensitive to wet or dry years) it is necessary
year encompassing a summer and a winter period.
record will not suffice.
evaluation (the value is
to sample at least a complete
Therefore a low flow station
I
-39 .Ba8e Flowlndex
o 10ML
W.~""'I~'.~I"~';"''"·;-II'rII----~i__.JI
10 0 10KMS
Gauging st.tion
and Catchment
BoundaryoIII Norwich. Red Crags D Chalk - CretaceousClay- Plai.toean.
~ Barton Brack_ham ~ lower Gr••nHndBag.hot Seds Eocene Clay
•
Blackh••th, Woolwich EW Upper Gr••n-.anda. Thana' Sads • Gault
1IIIIIIlI11 London Clay D Oxford ClayI11II111111 ... -Jura•• lc
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I FIGURE 3.1d BFI AND GEOLOGY FOR ESSEX INCLUDING RIVER ROMAN
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I
I
BFI in the light of geology is , , . , •
FALLOCH: For the River Fallooh, Figure 3.1b shows the looally available BFI values.
Note that the presenoe of lakes within a oatohment oan substantially
raise the BFI downstreeun.
LANGWN: For the River Langdon, Figure 3.10 shows the looally available BFI values.
Figure 3.3 below gives additional guidanoe for oarboniferous limestone
oatohments. Seotion 2.1 desoribed how the streeun frequency oan be
oaloulated from topographio maps: the value for this oatohment is
2.92 J/krn',
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
IETWEEN BFI ANDBONIFEROUSCBMENTS
FIGURE 3.3
\ RELATIONSHIP BSTMFRQ FOR CAR
I'" LIMESTONE CAT
'"- ~
" r-r-
1 2 :I 4 II II
'4
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'II
o
·3
·1
...
• ·2
STMFRQ ~/ km2
BFI in the light of geology is , , . , .
ROMAN: For the River Rom"", Figure 3.1d shows the looally available BFI values.
Figure 3.4 be low gives guidanoe for London Clay oatohments
I
I
·41----=~:::.....-t---.l---
I
I
I
I
,311r----.,1O~----.,20~----.,3i'lOr---:4:n.--50~--ar-~1O
" C.tchment A.... with. Gr.".' I
FIGURE 3.4 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN BFI AND PERCENTAGE AREA WITB GRAVEL COVER FOR
LONDON CLAY CATCHMENTS I
BFI in the light of geology is . . , . ,
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The Base Flow Index for the pang catchment can be estimated by considering the solid
and drift geology:
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
•
•
I
•
I
'.
•
I
•
I
1.
2.
SOLID GEOLOGY
(a) From Figure 1.2a it can be seen that excluding the drift deposits (clay
with flints and sands and gravels) the pe~centage area of the solid geology which
is chalk is about 70%. The remainder of the catchment consists of more
~mpermeable Eocene beds, predominantly London Clay and Reading beds. Table 3.3
indicates that the BPI for these d~ift-free Chalk catchments is generally in the
range 0.90 - 0.98. However, it milght be expected that the indtlx would be reduced
by London Clay having an index of 0.14 - 0.45 (Table 3.3).
(b) A more accurate estimate can be obtained by referring to Figure 3.1a where
the BPI for catchments surrounding the Pang but.having similar mixtures of chalk
and predominantly clay solid geology can be seen. This local data is of greater
value than the national averages listed in Table 3.3 and an inspection of the
purely chalk catchments indicates that their BFIs are between 0.96 and 0.98 but
that the index is reduced for catchments with a smaller proportion of chalk. For
these catchments the proportion of catchment which is not chalk has been plotted
against the BFI and is shown on Figure 3.2. From Figure 1.2a the proportion of
solid geology other than chalk can be estimated as 30% and using Figure 3.2 the
BFI can be estimated for the Pang as 0.90. This compares with the long term
value of 0.87 and a value of 0.89 calculated from eight months of flow data.
Section 3. 1 •
DRIFT GEOLOGY
Figure 1.2a also shows that 9% of the catchment is covered with clay with flints
and a further 4% of the catchment is covered by sand and gravel. However, sands
and gravels overlying chalk do not influence the BFI and furthermore, a study of
16 chalk catchments has shown that the BFI is not influenced by the % of clay with
flints. Local results such as these are the subject of a series of regional
monographs.
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